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CeMAT ASIA 2020: Brave the Wind and Waves

"The trade fair industry is always the magical place where people can find tremendous opportunities and unexpected connections. The crowds of visits strongly prove that our shows are still the leading platforms for manufacturers to expand their business and exchange industrial perspective. Here, innovation and cooperation happen in every corner. It’s so good to see that our shows win the trust and satisfaction by most of our participants in this challenging time."

- Gary Liu, Managing Director of Hannover Milano Fairs Shanghai

CeMAT ASIA 2021: The Future Look of “Smart Logistics”

A 360 Degree Exhibiting Platform with Precise Classification

Exhibitor Testimonials
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Dr. Jens Hardenacke,
SVP and Managing Director, China Dematic

As an old friend of CeMAT ASIA, Dematic attaches great importance to the show every year. Through this platform, Dematic has met a lot of high-quality customers, learned their needs and suggestions, and continued to deepen localization and technological innovation. We wish CeMAT ASIA continue to be brilliant!

Xu Jiangtao,
Deputy General Manager of Sales Company of Hangcha

As a regular exhibitor, Hangcha participated CeMAT ASIA over a dozen of times along the years, we regard CeMAT ASIA as the barometer of the logistics industry. Countless visitors came to the show because of CeMAT ASIA’s global influence, and we learned useful information, trends and development directions of logistics industry on the show. This year Hangcha occupied 1,400 sqm exhibition area at CeMAT ASIA, our massive scale booth attracted attentions of the visitors. Through participating CeMAT ASIA we enhanced our brand and competitiveness, we will continuously pay attention to the progress of CeMAT ASIA and wish CeMAT ASIA a greater success!

Mr. Bai Hongxing,
Vice President Wuxi Galaxis Technology Co., Ltd / Headmaster of Artificial Intelligent Institute

This year, GALAXIS Technology presented our multi-shuttle and miniload SRM at the exhibition. Through CeMAT ASIA, we demonstrated our intelligent logistics solutions with high flexibility, high reliability and high cost efficiency, which has won the attention and favor of the visitors. Meanwhile, we obtained valuable clients and gained a lot! As the industry barometer, CeMAT ASIA always brings new technologies to participants and industry, and it’s a very professional communication platform for logistics industry. We are looking forward to witnessing the development of CeMAT ASIA 2021.

- 101,057 Trade Visitors
  - Visitors Came from 22 Countries and Regions

- 164 Buyer Delegations
  - 324 Matchmaking Organized by the Organizers

- 4-day Show Period
  - Nearly 80,000 m² Exhibition Area
  - Over 700 Exhibitors

• 30+ Overseas Buyers from 20+ Countries/Regions
• 410 Online Matchmaking Meetings

- Over 30 Concurrent Forums and Activities Covered Hot Topics such as Pharmaceutical, Cold Chain, Food, Garment, Supply Chain, Intelligent Manufacturing etc.

Over 86% exhibitors closed onsite deal or received business intentions
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84% of visitors have direct or indirect influence on purchasing decisions.

Visitor Testimonials

Shanghai Lantu Information Technology Co., Ltd.

Mr. Yang

Since 2016 staff of our logistics department has visited CeMAT ASIA every year, we made contact with numerous suppliers and learned a lot of advancing logistics technologies and concepts. Those information helped us with our warehousing and automatic logistics projects, eg, the first fully automated tire packaging line, Wuhan’s first fully automated warehouse etc.

Thanks for the invitation, we were truly benefited from the visit. We believe the information we obtained on the show would help us on our equipment upgrading and automation projects. We will be happy to see more frequented shows with advancing R&D results of logistics industry.

Buyers from Diversified Industries (Part List)

Amorepacific

Mr. Yang

First of all we would like to thank the organizer for their invitation and reception. Compare with previous years, this year CeMAT ASIA showcased more professional and cutting-edge technologies, eg, fully automated processing line (from packaging, production to material handling and warehousing), it also showed the future look of logistics industry to the participants. At the show we also got contact with valuable business partners, planed strategic and long-term cooperation with them.

Key Interested Fields of Visitors (top 6)

Warehouse technology and factory equipment

Material Handling technologies, warehouse technologies and logistics system

Mechanic material handling equipment

Conveying and sorting equipment and components

Logistics service and outsourcing

Logistics robots and AGV

84%
Founded in 2014, CeMAT ASIA innovation salon focused on the users’ industries eg., artificial intelligence, no-man retailing, supply chain, automobile & components, fresh & raw food cold chain logistics, garment & shoes, food, pharmaceutics etc. and invited well-known experts to share their visions and opinions in the related fields, the experts were from global leading logistics industry organizations, such as, China Society of Logistics, Association within VDMA (German Engineering Federation), Materials Handling and Intralogistics, China-Germany Intelligent Technology Doctoral Institute, Shanghai Robot Industrial Technology Research Institute etc. In the meanwhile more and more leading logistics companies such as, JD, FAW-Volkswagen, GOME, Freshhippo, Chia Tai Group, were willing to share their technologies and successful practices at the innovation salon. The three-day event has built its own eco-system and attracted over 15,000 participants in its 7-year operation.

In 2020, there have been a total of 4 online live broadcast sharing sessions, covering the topics of supply chain, logistics 4.0, cold chain, industrial manufacturing, etc. Representatives from logistics related industry organizations and companies shared their key points and representatives from logistics enterprises eg., Hikrobot, Prolog, Hangcha Group, HAW, Zhongda Leader, Donghua Chain Group etc. participated the online broadcasting.

Except the concurrent onsite conferences and forums, CeMAT ASIA also provide regular offline events and exchanging platforms during the year for buyers, exhibitors and partners. In the relaxing atmosphere, CeMAT ASIA “Afternoon Tea” operated once two months with selected topics, this activity was well appraised by the industry peers.
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